In this paper, a green transportation location problem is considered with uncertain demand parameter. Increasing robustness influences the number of trucks for sending goods and products, and consequently, makes the air pollution enhance. In this paper, two green approaches are introduced which demand is the main uncertain parameter in both. These approaches are addressed to provide a trade-off between using available trucks and buying new hybrid trucks for evaluating total costs beside air pollution. Due to growing complex ity, a Lagrangian decomposition algorithm is applied to find a tight lower bound for each approach. In this propounded algorithm, the main model is decomposed into master and subproblems to speed up convergence with a tight gap. Finally, the suggested algorithm is compared with commercial solver regarding total cost and computational time. Due to computational results for the proposed approach, the Lagrangian decomposition algorithm is pro vided a close lower bound in less time against commercial solver.
INTRODUCTION
Increasing the number of required products and developing transportation systems are the main result of population growth. As a result, it makes the air polluted, and mechanisms for controlling pollution become important. When companies produce a particular product in the first time, have not any accessible data about the products' demand. Therefore, they should estimate their volume. There are several ways to dealing with this uncertainty. In recent years, one of the ways that have progressed remarkably is robust optimization. Robust optimization generally divides into two types of interval-based and scenario-based models. In this paper, interval-based robust optimization is considered. In this term, there are some pioneers such as Soyster [1] , Ben-Tal [2] , and Bertsimas [3] approaches. Bertsimas's approach used regarding its flexibility on considering uncertain parameters related to other approaches [4, 5, 6] . Budget parameter effects on the price of robustness in this approach. The number of trucks and consequently pollution emission is enhanced by increasing the amount of the budget parameter. Some companies eliminate these problems by choosing the costly solution and buy new hybrid trucks. However, controlling pollution created by available trucks is an economical solution against the first approach. These two approaches are examined in this paper. For considering the second approach, suppose that published pollution of each truck is followed from a distribution function with known mean and variance, and can be controlled with a threshold. Under this assumption, a chance constraint is necessary to be used. The chance constraint is one of the hard and probabilistic restrictions, which can be added to the main problem.
In large-scale MIP problems, commercial solvers' efficiency is reduced. Therefore, decomposition algorithms may be used to solve these problems. Decomposition-based solution methods are employed to find exact solutions for MIP problems. In the contrast of other decomposition-based algorithms, Lagrangian decomposition algorithm is considered to find a tight lower bound for large-scale problems. Lagrangian decomposition is a kind of Lagrangian relaxation algorithm which decomposes the problem into some subproblems after relaxing hard constraints. For using Lagrangian decomposition, some methods have been introduced previously like the subgradient method, cutting plane and so on which, in this paper, the second one method is applied. In this conception, the master problem is considered for reducing iteration of solving problems after decomposing the model into two subproblems. In the master problem, the main decision variables are fixed, and Lagrange multipliers are found as decision variables.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section, a literature review is presented for green transportation location problem with uncertain demands. In section 3, the proposed mathematical model is presented. In the fourth section, the Lagrangian decomposition and steps of this algorithm are discussed. Sensitivity analysis and computational experiments are examined in section 5. Finally, the paper concludes in the last section.
LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, the published paper are reviewed and contribution of paper is presented according to its evaluation. A two stage robust was mentioned by [7] . A transportation location problem has modeled with two stage stochastic programming concept, which distribution channels are a priori decisions to optimized network flow. Second stage variables are flow and origins decisions [8] .A novel mathematical model for transportation location problem has presented in disaster application, which location and origin-destination allocation decisions are priori known [9] . A two stage stochastic programming is used to deal with parameter uncertainty. First stage variables are flow of priori allocation and new allocation decisions. Flow of new distribution channels and shortage or leftovers of distribution channels are second stage variables [10] . A bi objective mixed integer location/routing model have presented that aims to minimize transportation cost and risks for large-scale hazardous waste management systems (HWMSs), whereas all parameters are known [11] . A summary of reviewed papers are compared in table 1. Main contributions of this study can be summarized as follows; -Controlling amount of pollution in the network with a chance constraint concept.
Using robust optimization for dealing with uncertainty in the green transportation location problem.
Considering a Lagrangian decomposition algorithm for the robust green transportation-location problem. [20] , location-allocation problem, offshore oilfield development planning [21] as a solution algorithm. Due to mentioned papers, we apply Lagrangean decomposition for this problem which not used until now.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
This section is divided into two parts, in the first part, a transportation location problem is defined with demand uncertainty. In the second one, green approaches are mentioned.
A transportation-location problem is composed of transportation and location-allocation problems, and its aim is transporting each product due to the amount of demand in each destination with the minimum total cost. The capacity of origins and trucks restrict sending products, and it is assumed that the required For example, a company is planned to produce various products and deliver to customers with regard to the total cost. The company should use different types of trucks for satisfying customers' demands. The capacity of the origins and trucks are playing an important role in the number of delivered products.
Due to the mentioned example, suppose that this company produces new commodities; while, market demands are unknown, and company revenue is increased when all market demands are satisfied. If the company wants to satisfy all customer demands, the number of trucks and consequently, pollution emissions are increased. Two approaches are suggested for addressing pollution emissions: Firstly, due to required trucks, the company is decided to purchase hybrid trucks for sending products to destinations. In the second approach, the pollution emission is controlled by adding some limitations regarding as the age of trucks. Assumed that it follows a normal distribution, so related constraints are added as the chance constraint.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
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For clarifying the mathematical problem, note that some equations are duplicated in each formulation. These equations are mentioned in the pair number which the first one is about the first approach formulation and the second one is about the second approach formulation. In the revised version, the definition of indices, parameters, variables, and equations are clarified. For example, the definition of equations was modified as following:
Equations (1) and (8) calculate the total cost of the transportation system that the two first parts are about the cost of establishing origins and destinations. The third part calculates the transportation cost between origin and destination, and the last part calculates penalty cost of unmet demands in destinations. In the first approach mathematical formulation, the capacity limitation for trucks and origins are mentioned in equations (3) and (4); however, equations (10) and (11) consider the second approach capacity restrictions for origin and trucks. Amount of unsatisfied demands are determined in equations (5) and (12) . Equation (6) calculates the number of each truck which was used for the first conception. In the conception, pollution emission threshold is considered in the equation (13).
3. Robust optimization in green transportation location problem:
Bertsimas and Sim approach [3] can control effects of demand uncertainty on the network design. This approach was presented by Bertsimas et al [3] and improved [19] . In the improved paper, a novel approach is used to model the robust green closed loop supply chain problem [19] . Robust counterpart constraints are presented as bellow:
According to duality theorem, nonlinear constraints can be rewritten regarding to:
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Final robust counterparts are written as follows: 
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Chance Constraint Programming in green transportation location problem:
Pollution emission constraint is propounded by a chance constraint format, the linearization of these constraints is considered as below:
Suppose that pollution emission of each truck ( 
LAGRANGIAN DECOMPOS ITION
Used Lagrangian decomposition is based on [20] , which considered cutting planes to provide a tight lower bound. In this section, both component of Lagrangian decomposition and pseudo-code of the algorithm is presented, respectively. For starting this algorithm, relaxed constraint must be determined. Relaxed constraint is: After relaxing mentioned constraint, the main problem decomposed into two sub-problems that presented in the rest of the paper.
Extra parameters that used in this algorithm are mentioned below:
 : Upper bound of first sub-problem  : Upper bound of second sub-problem p ij  : Lagrange multipliers for relaxed constraints
1. Lagrangean Sub Problems:
With relaxing constraint (29), Lagrangean subproblems for both approaches can be demonstrated from their main mathematical models . After relaxing mentioned constraint with Lagrange multipliers, the relaxed problem is divided into two independent problems. 
Lagrangean Master Problems
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NUMERICAL STUDIES
Two approaches propound for dealing with published pollution, which in the first approach, the decision maker must buy new trucks to serves the customers. But, in the second approach, the decision maker tries to design supply network somehow that the available truck published pollution is not exceeding form the particular threshold. In this section, the algorithmbased results illustrate. In the other words, the Lagrangean decomposition applies for each proper conception and computational and GAP percent of this algorithm are compared.
Algorithm-based results are illustrated in tables 2-5, which in these tables, computational time and gap of lagrangian decomposition algorithm are calculated.
As is clear from the results, mentioned algorithm are provide closed lower bound for proposed model with lower running time, that obtained results are more specifically due to growing size of the problem. GAP measure can be computed as follow: Referred by results in above tables, when the sample size is small not only the computational time between each method is closed together, but also the GAP of the Lagrangian decomposition is less than large-scale problem. However, in the small size, the distinction between the two methods according to the time is so hard, but in the large one, the differences are seen obviously.
Moreover, provided tables are demonstrated that in all instances Lagrangian decomposition's GAP is less than 1% which the suitability of this algorithm for solving such problems is shown.
These tables are clarified Lagrangean decomposition can employ in order to evaluating a lower bound for these mathematical formulations.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a robust green transportation location problem is suggested with uncertain demands. Bertsimas methodology is used for dealing with demand uncertainty. Two approaches are mentioned for controlling pollution emissions. In the first approach, total purchasing cost of new hybrid trucks is examined. In the second one, chance constraints are added to control pollution emission by available trucks. According to numerical examples, a trade-off is performed and it is demonstrated that which one has a lower total cost. Lagrangian decomposition is presented for providing a tight lower bound in a rational time. Computational results confirm that the presented algorithm is efficient besides of low optimally gap. For future research, a conditional value-at-risk instead of robust optimization can be used due to the problem concept. In the problem, a definition can propound multi-period or dynamic system that can adjust published pollution in different time periods. Using exact algorithms such as bender's decomposition, Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition, and so on can reduce computational burden besides solving problems in the exact forms. Moreover, there are some applications such as telecommunication, electricity distribution systems, and production planning which can employ the proposed model to improve the performance of their optimization problems. Employing this formulation is suggested as a future study.
